
Monday October 9th  

Lesson 9 Vocabulary  

1 abrogate (AB ruh GAYT) V. to do away with; to abolish  

2 accomplice (uh KAHM plis) N. person who helps another in 

committing a crime  

3 acquit (uh KWIT) V. to declare a person not guilty after considering 

the evidence 

4 alias (AY lee uhs) N. assumed name used to hide a person’s real 

identity  

Ch. 7 Lesson 1: Subject-Verb Agreement 

Choose the verb that agrees with the subject in each sentence. 

1 The immigrants (wait, waits) in a long line for processing. 

2 The green carpet (look, looks) perfect in the dining room. 

 

Tuesday October 10th  

Lesson 9 Vocabulary  

5 client (KLY uhnt) N. person or organization for whom a lawyer or 

other professional acts  

6 conspiracy (kuhn SPEER uh see) N. a plot to do something unlawful 

or wrong  

7 convoke (kuhn VOHK) V. to call together; to summon to a meeting  

8 counsel (KOWN suhl) N. advice or guidance especially as sought 

from a knowledgeable person  

Ch. 7 Lesson 1: Subject-Verb Agreement 

Choose the verb that agrees with the subject in each sentence. 

3 The moral of the story (are, is) to prepare for the future. 

4 Pieces of the puzzle (was, were) kicked behind the sofa. 

 

  



Wednesday October 11th  

Lesson 9 Vocabulary  

9 culprit (KUHL prit) N. offender; person accused of or guilty of a 

crime  

10 dupe (doop) N. person easily deceived; one who has been cheated or 

tricked 

11 enact (en AKT) V. to make into law  

12 illegitimate (IL i JIT uh mit) ADJ. not according to the law; unlawful 

Ch. 7 Lesson 1: Subject-Verb Agreement 

Choose the verb that agrees with the subject in each sentence. 

5 A parade with floats and bands (marches, march) down Main Street on 

Memorial Day. 

6 Basketball, a game that can be played indoors, (are, is) a popular 

winter sport. 

 

Thursday October 12th  

Lesson 9 Vocabulary  

13 incriminate (in KRIM uh NAYT) V. to charge with or show 

involvement in a crime  

14 infraction (in FRAK shuhn) N. violation; the act of breaking the law  

15 obstruct (uhb STRUHKT) V. to hinder; to impede; to block the 

course of  

16 preliminary (pri LIM uh NER ee) ADJ. preparatory; coming before 

the main business  

Ch. 7 Lesson 1: Subject-Verb Agreement 

Choose the verb that agrees with the subject in each sentence. 

7 These houses, like the White House in 

Washington, D.C., (was, were) built during the 19th century. 

8 Elms, my favorite kind of tree, (have, has) been attacked by a deadly 

disease. 


